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Trends is published four times yearly by the Great
Lakes Association of College and University Housing
Officers (GLACUHO) for members of the association.
GLACUHO is a non-profit organization that strives
to:
•

Better prepare housing officers to meet the
diverse and changing needs of those we serve
with primary concern for students

•

Contribute to the improvement of dining
services, residential life, residential services
and residential facilities provided by housing
officers

•

Advance and communicate professional
knowledge and standards in the field of
housing

•

Provide opportunities for the education and
professional development of housing officers

•

Sponsor activities and services which
assist housing officers in the exchange and
distribution of information and ideas

•

Support the goals and purposes of the
Association of College and University Housing
Officers International (ACUHO-I).

EDITORIAL GUIDELINES
All members of GLACUHO institutions are
encouraged to submit articles for publication.
Be sure to indicate author’s name, institution,
e-mail address and GLACUHO committee or Board
affiliation, if applicable. Articles not received on
time or not published will be considered for the
next issue. Necessary editorial revisions will be
made to ensure publication quality and to meet
space requirements.
Material that has been submitted to other
publications is discouraged. Authors bear full
responsibility for the accuracy of references,
quotations, tables, and figures submitted for
publication.
Authors further hold GLACUHO harmless from
any liability resulting from publication of articles.
Any editorial mention of commercial interests in
intended entirely as an information service and
should not be construed as an endorsement, actual
or implied, by GLACUHO.
Submissions, comments, and questions for
Trends can be sent to Matea Caluk, GLACUHO
Communications and Marketing Committee Chair,
via e-mail at trends@glacuho.org.
Printed materials can be sent via postal mail to:
Matea Caluk
GLACUHO Communications and Marketing Chair
Grand Valley State University
Housing & Residence Life
1 Campus Dr. 103 STU
Allendale, MI 49401
ADVERTISEMENTS
For information, please contact the GLACUHO
Communications and Marketing Chair. GLACUHO
reserves the right to reject any advertisement not
in consonance with the principles of the GLACUHO
Resolution on Pluralism (1989) or the GLACUHO
Diversity Statement as (revised 1998). Advertising
of a product or service in this publication should not
be construed as an endorsement.
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Dear GLACUHO Colleagues,
As I write this, just over a week remains before 7,100 first-year students arrive on
the campus of my home institution, The Ohio State University. I know all of you
are also working incredibly hard to prepare your own communities for the return
of your students. It’s a busy, exhausting and exhilarating time for all of us who are
a part of a housing and residence life family.
The concept of connections that serves as the overarching theme for this issue
of Trends, is fitting and timely. Our profession is a tapestry of relationships,
collaborations and bridges. We know that training and orienting our staff and
students would be impossible without the willingness of campus partners and
other representatives from our network of resources. In the pages that follow
you will see clearly that GLACUHO, too, has a rich supply of expertise from
exceptional professionals. Reading Mike Hamelmann’s article on bed safety, Nick
Varner’s commentary on staff motivation and empowerment, or Elizabeth Plapp’s
reflection on the experience of first-year students, demonstrates our common mission to help our residential
communities thrive by spreading knowledge.
Other submissions in this issue tackle important topics such as sexual assault awareness, identity and
intersectionality, privilege, international student success, and restorative justice. Our ability to connect people
and places is critical in ensuring that both staff and students receive the support they need to navigate their oncampus career. I hope the content you read in Trends will serve you well as you prepare for the coming academic
year, perhaps as discussion starters for your department or simply as reflection for your own best practices.
In the next few weeks, we will be opening registration for our 2013 Annual Conference; and opening the door
to many other associated opportunities for you as a GLACUHO member to find your own personal connection
to the association. We will once again ask for volunteers to join our productive and engaging committees for
the 2013-2014 year, and our perennial call for leadership nominations to serve on our Board of Directors and
Advisory Boards remains open for the entire month of August. If you have ever considered contributing to
GLACUHO through one of these roles, I encourage you to contact any current Board of Directors member for
further information.
Thank you to all of the professionals who contributed their time, research and wise words to this issue of Trends,
and thank you to all of you who are taking some precious moments from the hustle and bustle of the season to
read them.
Sincerely,

Grant Walters
GLACUHO President
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STARS COLLEGE PARTICIPANTS
GLACUHO would like to congratulate the undergraduate
students from our region who have been accepted for this
summer’s STARS College session.
Jenny Sommers 		
Linh Tran			
Katelyn Maymon 		
Brian Kocher			
Joey Koehn			
Michael Leonard		
Robert Valentin		
Jenna Decker			
Christopher Anderson		
Jackson Warren		
Samuel Wathen		
Tim Reardanz			
Joshua Finch			

Valparaiso University
Case Western Reserve University
University of Southern Indiana
Millikin University
Saginaw Valley State University
Ohio State University
DePaul University
Western Illinois University
Illinois State University
Ball State University
University of Evansville
Illinois Wesleyan University
Central Michigan University

ACUHO-I STARS College is a three-day experience for
undergraduate students interested in learning about the student
affairs and campus housing professions. STARS College
offers large group presentations, interactive activities, roleplay
situations, self-evaluation, and small mentoring groups to educate
participants about what a career in campus housing offers.
(Source: ACUHO-I Website)
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Fall Trends
“Looking Beyond the Surface”
The Fall issue of Trends will be themed around
“Looking Beyond the Surface” We are seeking
submissions in regards to facilities, operations,
assignments, budgeting, strategic planning.
Items that are not often mentioned in Residence
Life - the housing side of things. As always, we
will accept all items related to the Housing &
Residence Life profession. Submissions can be
e-mailed to:
trends@glacuho.org
Facilities/Operations/Budgeting/Assignments
Brought to you by the Communications & Marketing Committee

GLACUHO
Calendar
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Connections to Identity;
Intersectionality Training

A

By Justin Schuch, Southern Illinois University - Carbondale

s training committees meet to finalize schedules and
new staff members descend upon departments, the
importance of inclusivity and diversity training is
apparent in many ways. Often, these trainings stop
short of the true developmental and challenging
conversations we seek for our staff members to experience.
Embracing singular topics for inclusivity training is a
common practice, as the plethora of topics desired to be
covered is next to impossible. It is often very difficult for staff
to truly be able to connect all of their identities and see the
whole person.
While not a “silver bullet” the topic of intersectionality
can be a fantastic way to incorporate many topics, while
educating students and professional staff on a rising area
of study and intrigue. Sometimes considered the “next
level” for diversity training, the topic of intersectionality
can be highly impactful for those taking time to learn. Also
considered a “buzzword” for many, naysayers need only to
do research to realize the true potential of reaching outside
of singular category identity recognition. A quick Google
search will lead inquirers to a number of resources. A good
article to reference for continued insight is Elizabeth Cole’s
“Intersectionality and Research in Psychology”; cited below.
Embracing intersectionality as a topic for focus comes with
the harsh realization that the training activities we have
grown to love in Student Affairs have not caught up with the
topic. Programs and trainings like Closing the Circle, the
Privilege Walk, or any other related training with a different
name do great jobs starting conversation for students
and professional staff. They do not, however, challenge
participants to think outside of a singular identity at a given
time. Often, participants take steps after a given question, and
no longer need to reference past topics or identities detailed.
Intersectionality training requires facilitators to think outside
of the box, providing similar learning experiences in a way
which challenges participants to reflect and negotiate their
many identities at once.

“Where Do I Stand?” is one take on how to embrace in-

tersectionality training and challenge diversity and inclusivity trainings beyond the norm. Created at Southern Illinois
University, facilitated for full time, graduate, and student
staff, as well as at the National Association of College and
University Residence Halls annual conference in June of
2013; “Where

Do I Stand” is an interactive approach to

highlighting the intersection of identities participants hold.
Numerous identities are prepared before the activity begins
and placed on the walls around the training space. Identities
begin covered until revealed throughout the activity. Program
facilitators explain they will be asking participants to move
around the room in conjunction with certain identities given.
An identity will be posted on the wall, if participants feel they
strongly identify with the identity, they should move closer
to the given identity. The stronger an individual identifies
with a given identity, the closer they will stand to the sheet.
The description of physical navigation through the activity
is left intentionally vague, as the realization of negotiating
identities is discovered. Ultimately, the group will spread
out and resemble a scatter plot, of sorts. Participants should
begin in a tight group in the middle of the room.
As identities are being revealed, participants should be
reminded to keep in mind all past identities which were
presented. As the activity progresses, a discussion of saliency
allows for participants to continue to navigate. Ultimately
having to negotiate the saliency of given identities,
participants are asked to think through their identities in a
way many have not been challenged to do in the past.
The first identity uncovered should aim to encompass
everyone in the room (student, person, etc.). The second
identity uncovered should be one which is more polarizing
to the group, such as “sports fan” or a fan of a given team
or one of the sexes. This allows for group members to begin
navigating the relationship between identities and see
differences early in the activity. A short “debrief ” asking one
or two participants their view and reasoning for moving
around the room at a given time should be acknowledged.
This time allows for participants to voice thoughts as
identities are being discovered.
With identities revealed with the risk progressively growing
with each category, debriefing occurring can be staggering.
Identities and risk levels can be adjusted pending the group
and can encompass social, racial, religious, or any other type
of identities imaginable. Ranging from bilingual and athlete,
to abused and low self-esteem, the range and impact of topics
covered can greatly impact a group. Participants are asked to
voice why they move away from a given identity in relation
to another. Both challenging and impactful, this negotiation
of identities truly leaves participants wondering,

“Where do I stand?”
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“Where Do I Stand?” is but one approach to a topic many should deeply consider
For some, the need embracing
surrounding their inclusivity and diversity trainings. As more research
emerges,
and
others create activities focused on multiple identities, it is clear the impact
to justify an identity
of the topic of intersectionality on training can be great.
in relation to others
“Where Do I Stand?” was highlighted as Diversity Program of the Month in January
is completely new
2013 and more information about the program can be found at:
and “aha” moments http://otms.nrhh.org/otm_program.php3?otmid=186447&vid=9pmx481h2tsgtswj or by
emailing justinschuch@siu.edu.
are plentiful with
successful facilitation Cole, E. R. (2009). Intersectionality and research in psychology. American Psychologist,
64(3), 170–180. Retrieved from http://www.sfu.ca/iirp/documents/resources/Cole and strong
Intersectionality in research psychology.pdf
debriefing.

Contemporary Issues Committee Web Site
As many of you know, the Contemporary Issues Committee for this year is focusing
on Student Leadership Organizations and Advising. What you may not know is that
committee has been creating a clearinghouse of resources on the GLACUHO website
and more material is being added regularly! To access the material, simply go to
www.glacuho.org, click on the “Committees” tab, select “Contemporary Issues”,
and click on “Resources” on the right side of the page.
By going to the website, you will find materials on
1) information and links to many of the national, regional and statewide residential
student leadership organizations
2) resources for developing advising skills including links from NACURH and NRHH
regarding parliamentary procedures, preparing a delegation for conferences, and
bidding
3) an annotated bibliography of recommended texts from members of the committee.
In the coming weeks, you will find sample retreats for campus organizations, links
to resources from other regional and national organizations, and much more!
As you gear up for professional and graduate training, we encourage you to avail
yourself and your staff of these resources. We would especially recommend the
Square One Manual found in the Advisor Resources section which was shared by
Eastern Illinois University. Additionally, if you have a resource that you have found
particularly valuable and you would be willing to share with the GLACUHO region,
please submit it to contemporaryissues@glacuho.org with the heading “Online
Resource”. Or, if there is a resource we can develop which would aid your or other
advisors, please let us know!
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Extending Sexual Assault Awareness
By Jamie Matthews, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

Brought to you by the Campus Safety and Crisis Management Committee
As many campuses recognized a few months ago, April is National Sexual Assault Awareness Month (SAAM). Each
year resources and materials for SAAM are coordinated by the National Sexual Violence Resource Center (@NSVRC) in
collaboration with anti-sexual assault organization across the country. In the late 1980s, a week in April was first determined
to be national Sexual Assault Awareness Week. Events slowly expanded beyond just one week and for the first time in 2001,
the entire month of April was recognized as Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
Universities across the country and the GLACUHO region recognized SAAM through speakers, rallies, demonstrations,
vigils, and a variety of other programs. Southern Illinois University Edwardsville’s Sexual Assault Awareness and Prevention
Task Force held numerous events on campus to raise awareness, promote a nonviolent campus community, and support the
rights’ of sexual assault survivors.
Among the events for SIUE’s 8th Sexual Assault Awareness Week were:

- “Take Back the Night” candlelight walk
- “Walk a Mile in Her Shoes”
- a poetry slam
- a bookstore display
- a fitness class entitled “Kickboxing for a Cause: Knocking Out Sexual Assault”
Tell us about what your campus did for SAAM or year-long related programming and support services!
Tweet us at #glacuho

#cscm

In April, SIUE Faculty and Staff were also invited to take part in Denim Day USA on April 24th. Individuals wore jeans on
that day along with a pin designed to spark conversation about SAAM and what a campus community can do to end sexual
violence. Wearing jeans served as a visible means of protest against misconceptions that surround sexual assault. Denim Day
began in April 1999 as a response to the Italian Supreme Court’s ruling on a sexual assault case between an 18-year old girl
and her married, 45-year old, driving instructor. In a statement by the Chief Judge, he argued, “because the victim wore very,
very tight jeans, she had to help him remove them, and by removing the jeans it was no longer rape but consensual sex.” For
more information about this program visit http://denimdayusa.org/
Part of the Campus Safety and Crisis Management Committee is devoting time to further exploring the area of sexual assault
awareness and prevention. As housing professionals gear up for the start of a new academic year and the training associated
with this time, here are some recommendations on training staff at all levels about sexual assault response and how to
cultivate a nonviolent, supportive community.

SIUE Faculty and
Staff, Denim Day
2013
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Crash Into Me: A Survivor’s Search for Justice by
Liz Seccuro (2011)
Two decades after being sexually assaulted while at a fraternity
party as a college freshman, Liz receives an apology letter from
the man who attacked her. Now living in a different part of the
country with her family, Liz does not know how to respond to
the surprising letter. Thousands of memories of the incident
and the response from the university flood her mind as she
moves forward with pressing charges against the man. This
memoir is well-written, making it easy for readers to immerse
themselves in Liz’s experiences and consider all of the factors
at hand and the lasting impact of the sexual assault.

Unpinned: Break the Hold of Sexual Assault and
Abuse by Grant Watkins (2010)
Through this book Grant details a period of four days in which
he returns to his childhood home. Returning to his childhood
home came with confronting the man who raped him and,
simultaneously, the years of built up fear, guilt, and shame.
Unpinned is an accessible read that brings attention to the many
issues surrounding men victims of sexual assault. This books
lends itself to rich discussion about male identity development,
supporting male victims, and how to change the stigma
surrounding male victims of sexual assault.

College Girl: A Memoir by Laura Gray-Rosendale
(2013)
Gray-Rosendale, a university professor, recently released
this book which tells the story of her winding journey
following being sexually assaulted as a 20-year old college
student. The author details the circular healing process,
impacts of post-traumatic stress disorder, and how she
transforms tragedy into hope. With specific attention paid
to the impact on family and friends, this read can be a
good read for survivors of sexual assault along with those
impacted secondarily by sexual assault.

By Elizabeth Plapp, Northern Illinois University

Brought to you by the Student Learning Committee

The Freshmen Year Experience
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The Student Learning Committee turned its focus to the Freshmen Residential
Experience (FRE) program at Concordia University Chicago (CUC) for its summer
2013 learning community highlight. As noted on the FRE website, the mission
statement of the program is, “To aid the first year student in their transition to college
life at Concordia University Chicago academically, socially and spiritually, through
empowerment, education, the development of critical thinking, and increasing their
desire for learning and seeking out knowledge and new experiences.”
The program aligns with programs across the US found to encourage student success
and a smooth transition to college. The FRE program was created at CUC as a result of
staff noticing students were underprepared academically and/or were first generation
college students navigating the college experience.
All freshmen living on campus at Concordia-Chicago take place in the FRE program,
living in communities with one another while going through their first year experience.
The program is overseen and implemented by 13 Resident Assistants, FRE mentors
(upper class students), the Hall Director of the building in which they are housed, the
Assistant Dean of students for Residential Life, and the Dean of Students.
The Hall Director who oversees the FRE communities, Kati Jendraszak, said that one
of the more successful aspects of the program is the amount of students who report
enjoying the program, connecting with faculty and staff, and making deep connections
with FRE mentors. A challenge of the program is that being a FRE mentor is not a
paid position, limiting the number of applicants interested and able to apply for the
position.
This past year, Kati shared there were two programs that were particularly successful.
One of these involved history professors presenting on the origins of Halloween and
then attending a haunted house. The other utilized Academic Advising, who came to
the students providing a presentation on advising and an opportunity to speak one on
one about classes in the residence halls.
This coming year, each resident will have a custom file folder that FRE mentors will
utilize to record progress and conversations with residents. The mentors will be
provided specific talking points to discuss with FRE participants focused around
connection to the university, academic success, and so on. There is also a vision to
connect faculty with FRE mentors more often, making it easily accessible for faculty
to come and interact with FRE participants.
The FRE program has found that students who participant in their program living on
campus have higher retention rates and GPAs. It is clear this program is a benefit to
those who are able to participate in it and will continue to be successful in the coming
years.
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Health & Wellnesspotlight
S

The Health & Wellness Spotlight is a new initiative by the Health and Wellness Committee to recognize and celebrate
our peers. The Health & Wellness Spotlight will feature professionals in the region who have demonstrated positive
wellness and balance in their personal and professional lives. Wellness can be easily defined in many different
ways, and the nominator is encouraged to use his/her own criteria. Each quarter a spotlight winner will be selected
from the nominations and featured in Trends.
This quarter the committee is spotlighting Katie Shoemaker, Resident Director/First-Year Advisor at Miami
University.
Katie’s nomination read:

“It is with great excitement that I nominate Katie Shoemaker…for the Health & Wellness Spotlight. I have
supervised Katie over this past year, and she has exemplified a number of areas of wellness, resulting in her
being the first to come to mind for this opportunity.
Katie is always thoughtful about her schedule, involvements, job responsibilities and personal life, and
ensures that there is time for everything…Katie is eager to explore new opportunities and get involved on
campus, but she always thinks about the opportunity cost of doing so, and what needs to leave her schedule
to make room for an exciting new project. Katie advocates for herself in this area, ensuring a healthy
amount of personal time in her life. As “work-life balance” becomes a thought of the past in our field, and
we focus turning toward using our time in meaningful and intentional ways, Katie navigates her schedule to
maximize personal benefit from each involvement.
Katie is also a driven and avid fitness enthusiast. An athlete by trade, and runner and lifter by choice, Katie
can be found on a regular schedule at the gym. Whether she is pumping iron, swimming laps in the pool,
running the track, or beating me at racquetball, Katie makes a pointed effort to work out on a regular basis.
Physical wellness is one of Katie’s personal priorities.
Delving into even more areas of wellness, Katie is always looking to gather new information and learn
new things. She can be found listening to NPR, and then reviewing articles to find different angles and
lenses around a wide variety of issues. Katie is eager to learn new things and takes care of her brain as a
professional.”
Thank you to Erik Sorensen, Assistant Director of Residence Life at Miami University, for submitting the
nomination and thank you to Katie for setting such a positive example of balance and wellness.
If you would like to nominate someone for the Health & Wellness spotlight, please email Caitlin Kirchner at
caitlin.kirchner@gmail.com or Christine Mihalopoulos at cmihalopoulos@gmail.com. Wellness can be easily
defined in many different ways. We encourage you to interpret wellness in your own way and nominate someone
who fits your own personal criteria. Nominations must be at least 250 words.

Be Happy

Be Healthy

Be Well
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Repairing Harm:

Using Restorative Practices
to Build Community

By Katie Kole, Josh Durbin, and Larry D. Long, Michigan State University

Two African American students walked down a wing of a residence hall and spotted a large Confederate flag hanging
in another student’s room. The African American students were offended by the symbol and reported the sighting
to the hall director. When the students met with the hall director, they learned displaying the Confederate flag is
a form of free speech and is protected by the First Amendment. Under traditional campus conduct procedures,
harm is only addressed when policy violations occur. How does one address harm when no policy was violated?
For the residential community at Michigan State University, restorative justice is the answer. This article provides
an overview of restorative justice and describes how institutions might implement restorative practices on their
campus.
Overview of the Restorative Justice Philosophy
Conflicts arise in our residential communities over issues ranging from noise complaints and bathroom etiquette
to roommate conflicts and intercultural issues, such as the one described above. Students are often frustrated
when they feel harmed by another person, yet the person has not violated a policy and therefore cannot be held
accountable under the traditional conduct process.
The traditional conduct process, or retributive justice, focuses on what policies were violated and how to punish
the offender, whereas restorative justice focuses on who was harmed and how to make things right (Zehr, 2002).
Restorative justice allows for open dialogue among students in a developmental way that encourages mutual respect
and understanding. It provides victims an opportunity to articulate their thoughts with assistance from residence
life staff, friends, and family and gives offenders the chance to address any harm they might have caused. Over
the past two years, Michigan State University has expanded its use of restorative justice principles to also facilitate
student conduct issues, create opportunities for community building, and enrich student leadership development.
Restorative Justice at Michigan State
Administrators at Michigan State University (MSU) have summarized their approach toward restorative justice
into three questions:
•
•
•

What happened?
Who was affected and how?  and
How can we make things right?

Similar to student development theory, administrators use restorative justice as a philosophical approach. For
example, they might ask the three questions as a counseling tool during meetings with students, staff members, and
guests. Administrators might also use the three questions in a restorative circle or conference to address situations
of misconduct resulting in harm. Restorative circles and conferences bring together all involved parties to sit in
a circle and discuss the situation. The facilitator asks each of the three questions one at a time, passing around a
talking piece with each question to help moderate discussion. Only the person who possesses the talking piece
may speak. This process enables all participants to learn each other’s perspectives and understand how people were
affected by the behaviors in question. At the end of the circle process, the participants mutually construct an action
plan for repairing the harm that was caused.
For more serious conduct cases, administrators might use a restorative conference instead of a circle. A conference
is a formalized version of the circle. The process is scripted and participants sit in assigned seats to reduce the
tension between the involved parties. Similar to the circle process, the conference results in a signed agreement
among the participants outlining how the harm will be repaired.
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These are three examples of how administrators can use restorative practices to resolve conflict. The approach
residence educators at MSU choose depends on the context and participants’ willingness to engage in the restorative
justice process. They ask: Has a person been harmed in the situation? If so, are the people involved interested in
the opportunity to address the harm that has occurred? If the answer is yes, the hall director will set up a time
for the students to participate in a circle. If the answer is no, then the situation might be addressed through the
traditional process in cases where policy violations occurred. In one example, conducting a circle gave a student
accused of vandalizing the door of another the opportunity to learn about the impact of his actions by facing
the harmed person. Our philosophy is that restorative practices create more opportunities for genuine learning
experience compared to the traditional conduct approach. This learning occurred in the Confederate flag situation
mentioned above when both sides sat in circle and talked about heritage, coming to understand how that symbol
represented very different meanings and experiences for each participant.
When students involved are not interested in meeting with each other, we use alternative restorative practices to
approach the situation. During one-on-one conduct meetings, hall directors might ask the three questions. In
some cases, directors will use a restorative thinking form. This is a tool we adapted to assist students in the process
of reflection. This approach can help students process the impact of their actions. This restorative worksheet is
based on the three questions and asks students to list the decisions they made that led to the incident, to list who
might have been harmed by their actions, and to describe what they plan to do to repair the harm that was caused.
The form also prompts students to report what they should do differently in order to avoid a similar situation in
the future.
Restorative Justice as a Tool for Community
The restorative philosophy focuses on creating an environment where all parties are considered equals and everyone
has a chance to share their thoughts and feelings (Zehr, 2002). For this reason, restorative justice is effective for
building community as well as addressing conflict, misconduct, and harm. By forming a circle at the beginning
of a floor meeting and asking each resident to share something, a resident assistant can begin to build community
by ensuring everyone is seeing and hearing each other as part of a cohesive group. Resident assistants can also
use a restorative circle to “check in” with a group to see how everyone is feeling, get feedback on a recent event, or
process something difficult that happened in the community. In one example, residents formed an impromptu
circle to process the loss of a community member. The experience enabled the residents to mourn, while also
strengthening their interpersonal connections.
Developing your own Restorative Justice Program
At Michigan State University, we are steadily expanding the use of restorative justice outside of residence life.
Recently, students and administrators have used restorative practices to address infractions during sorority
recruitment and to resolve employee performance issues. Students on an alternative spring break trip even
organized their own circle to address a discriminatory incident. If you are interested in using restorative justice
at your institution, we recommend pursuing the following steps on the next page.

Second Annual Silent Auction at GLACUHO 2013
Start planning now on creative work you will donate for the 2nd Annual GLACUHO Silent Auction
at the GLACUHO Annual Conference to benefit the ACUHO-I Foundation. We are the last regional
conference to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the ACUHO-I Foundation and we want to make sure
that ACUHO-I’s year-long celebration goes out with a “bang” and that will be up to GLACUHO!
photography - beadwork - paintings - holiday crafts - pottery
sculpture - college gift baskets - fun crafts and more

Everyone is invited to be inspired and “sign away” to raise funds to benefit programs designed to
educate and support the professional development of our GLACUHO members.
Questions-please contact the Jody Stone, ACUHO-I Foundation Board GLACUHO Representative, at
jestone@eiu.edu
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Restorative Justice Tips:

1.

Assess Your Institution’s Needs and
Possible Uses of Restorative Justice
Before instituting a formalized restorative justice program, think about how restorative justice can
fit within your department or campus culture and how it can help you serve your students. At MSU,
restorative justice has been useful for resolving conflict, addressing misconduct, and connecting residents.
Institutional assessment efforts revealed that residents who reported receiving restorative justice-related
information from a staff member reported greater satisfaction and learning compared to residents
who indicated they did not receive the information. Moreover, the receipt of restorative justice-related
information had a positive, but weak association with residential retention. How might restorative justice
help you?

Implementing a restorative justice program can take time and resources.
We suggest you obtain support from other constituents so they can support
this initiative. Potential supporters include campus judicial officers, student
activities staff, residence life staff, and the ombudsperson.

3.

Get Trained.

2.

Obtain Buy-in
and Support
From Others.

When Michigan State’s residence life staff started the restorative justice program,
one director was certified as a restorative justice trainer. Others earned their
training certification more recently. This enabled us to set-up a core team of
three restorative justice experts ready to train other staff members.

The next step in the process is to train your
staff members. When designing the training
program, consider who should be trained to
implement restorative justice at your institution
and how you can infuse the restorative justice
philosophy throughout different training
opportunities. Restorative justice has a natural
place in conduct training, but can also be infused
in programming, staff discipline, and advising
training sessions.

4.

Develop a Training Program
for Your Staff.

For additional resources on restorative justice, please visit Michigan State’s Restorative Justice website at: http://
www.reslife.msu.edu/rj. The site features our fliers, brochures, conference and poster presentations, restorative
thinking forms and informational videos about restorative justice at MSU. Watch both videos on our homepage
to learn how the Confederate flag incident was resolved from the viewpoint of the hall director and one of the
students. We welcome questions or comments at rj@msu.edu.
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Interview by: Bobbie Denise Cole, Northern Illinois University
Brought to you by the Communications & Marketing Committee

Bobbie: You were nominated for your work Building
Connections specifically working with either Living
Learning Communities, International Students, or
Faculty. Can you share with us exactly how you work with
these areas?
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fortunate to have an outstanding Assistant Director for Academic Initiatives and she
has been instrumental in helping us succeed in this area.
Bobbie: How does your work in these areas contribute to holistic student leadership
development?

Josh: I believe a significant obligation we have to the students who live on campus at
IUPUI is to provide opportunities for residents to maximize their ability to succeed
as a resident and as a student on campus. Our relationship with our campus
partners allows us to offer leadership skill development, multicultural competence
opportunities, and academic support to our residents in the areas in which they
live. Without our campus partners we would not be able to offer as many quality
opportunities for personal and professional development in our residence halls.
Bobbie: What are 1-2 best practices that you would like to share with the
GLACUHO membership in regards to these topical areas?
Josh: There are two main practices that help me every single day in working with others on campus. First, it is really
important for me to make sure it is as easy as possible to work with our department. I want our campus partners to walk
away from an interaction with our staff feeling like we were honored to work with them and that we were extremely helpful
to them. Sometimes, our housing processes can be tough for partners to navigate and it’s my job to make sure our processes
are easy for them to follow. Second, and most important, go above and beyond whatever it is that others expect from your
department. I try to make sure that we surprise our partners—in a good way—with the level of service we provide. I use
the phrase “plus one their day” quite a bit, and what that means is that we try to go one or two steps further than anyone
expected so that we can make the day for those who choose to partner with us.
Bobbie: How does GLACUHO Contribute to your individual
professional development?

Bobbie: What is one professional aspiration that you have
for your future?

Josh: I learn so much from my colleagues in GLACUHO. There
are some very talented people that are active in GLACUHO and
I feel as though I always find something valuable when talking
to them at conferences or through following them on Twitter.
Additionally, GLACUHO has been a wonderful organization for
me to send our Residence Life team for professional development
and training. GLACUHO is amazing.

Josh: I hope in a few years that I will be in a Director of
Housing and Residence Life position. I love coming to
work every single day and I am a “housing person.” I’m
proud to be a “housing person” and I definitely want to
serve as a director when an opportunity presents itself.

Do you know someone amazing that you feel should be spotlighted in an upcoming issue of Trends? Nominate: http://tiny.cc/w5hftw
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2013 Multicultural
Competencies Institute:
Privilege and Institutional Policies, Processes, and Procedures
By Joseph Hawkins, Valparaiso University

Brought to you by the Inclusion & Equity Committee

our
What is not so widely known is we
explain the financial aid options to
campuses,
are fighting a battle on a playing
a student? I know I am unable to
like the communities they serve, are field we know too little about. What answer any of these questions and I
becoming more and more diverse.
I am calling the playing field is the
suspect most of the readers of this
The students we interact with vary
set of policies, rules, processes,
are equally baffled.
widely in things like nationality,
and procedures a student must
citizenship status, sexuality, gender, understand and navigate in order
All of the characteristics of our
socioeconomic status, level of
to be successful at our institutions.
campuses’ playing fields are defined
preparedness, spiritual and religious This includes everything from
by a handful of aspects. First,
beliefs, and ability. That list is really admission standards and
they are defined by the leaders of
just a drop in the
our institutions, meaning
“Who
among
us
are
able
to
identify
bucket in terms of
the Board of Trustees, the
the diversity student
the creation and review process for President, the Provost,
affairs practitioners
as well as other senior
curriculum and campus policy or the key administrators and faculty.
encounter every
single day.
Our playing fields are also
players in those processes?”
shaped by the physical
The increasing
location of our institutions,
diversity of college students is
applications to graduation
each institution’s history and
something university staff members requirements, the physical layout
traditions, and by the behavior of
are widely aware of. We recognize
of our campus to the hierarchy in
the employees.
the wide array of learning and
place, how we assign roommates
communication styles utilized by
to the diversity of course offerings
It is no secret our campuses, like
our various populations. We are
available.
the communities they serve, are
even starting to identify elements of
becoming more and more diverse.
cultural diversity which impact the Overall, we are woefully unaware
The students we interact with vary
experience of our students. Student of what our schools’ playing
widely in things like nationality,
affairs practitioners are coming to
fields look like. How many of us
citizenship status, sexuality,
understand the difference between
can explain what the admissions
gender, socioeconomic status,
collectivism and individualism,
process looks like for our college
level of preparedness, spiritual and
expectations of gender roles,
or university? Who among us are
religious beliefs, and ability. That
how comfortable certain cultures
able to identify the creation and
list is really just a drop in the bucket
are with uncertainty, and how
review process for curriculum and
in terms of the diversity student
important tradition is to different
campus policy or the key players
affairs practitioners encounter
cultures.
in those processes? Can any of us
every single day.

It is no secret
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long been a part of the American
Campus Policies, Procedures, and
The hard truth is the playing fields
dream. I am willing to venture
Processes.” We have identified a
we have in place are created by
collection of learning outcomes
people who display a frightening
many of us working in student
we believe will begin to empower
affairs truly and deeply believe in
small fraction of the diversity seen
this. However, in my opinion, we
housing officers to identify the
in our student population. Worse,
have begun to stray from this value, shape of the playing field on their
they are basing their approaches
albeit mostly unintentionally. To
campus.
and decisions on their experiences
outcomes
in the higher education
“The campus culture being created is These
include learning to
world they came from; a
world as dissimilar from designed,...to be unforgiving of cultural define privilege and
identify privilege
the collegiate world in
differences.”
identities, developing
existence now as modern
a historic and institutional
day America is from the America of remain equitable and to remain
perspective of culture of higher
the 1950s.
competitive in the global market,
higher education needs to begin
education, learning how to evaluate
the campus culture and its impact
to identify the impact our playing
The campus culture being created
fields have on student success and
on various student populations,
is designed, whether intentionally
and learning how to appropriately
or not, to be unforgiving of cultural who the field is favoring.
impact the campus culture.
differences. Some even go so far as
to create inequality or to set some
This is why the theme for the
students up for failure.
2013 Multicultural Competencies
Institute is “Privilege and
Equal access to education has

MCI Conference Opportunity
The Inclusion and Equity Committee would like to invite housing professionals from
all levels, who wish to impact their institutional culture, to participate in this year’s
workshop.
The event will begin with lunch at 11:30am on Monday, November 18. The workshop
will commence after lunch and last until 5:30pm.
Registration will only cost $16 to cover your meal.
The option to register for the 2013 Multicultural Competencies Institute will be
available as part of registration for the 2013 Annual Conference.
We look forward to your participation!
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Self Assessment in Supervision
By Kim Mariotti, Lake Erie College

As an educator, it is difficult to help a student leader
progress towards goals if his or her personality, strengths
and weaknesses all remain a mystery. It is not uncommon
to come across a student that is unaware of these things
about themselves as well. This is why it is important to
help students become self aware so they can improve and
continue to move forward.

Researching leadership or personality tests would probably
take a person days to find names and descriptions of every
one. There are plenty to choose from, and they all give the
same results: what are you (the test taker) like? It helps
explain someone’s skills, interests and even values, leading
to a more productive path when it comes to learning and
career search.

Below are just a few of the most commonly used self assessment tests and a brief description of them.

Myers Briggs Type Indicator or MBTI is based on the theories of Carl Gustav Jung. The main purpose of this

test is to figure out a person’s perception of the things around them. This self assessment is popular because of the
psychological concepts behind the development, which in turn, is generally going to give more accurate results if the
questions are answered honestly.

DISC Profile is another popular test based upon its purpose to help improve productivity and communication through

understanding the people in the work group better. The letters of DISC stand for Dominance, Influence, Steadiness
and Conscientiousness; each of these four groups shows the major differences. However, it also shows the similarities
between them as well, ultimately helping bridge the gap between people of various personalities.

StrengthsFinder can be seen as a more positive approach. Its purpose is to find the strengths of the tester and work
on enhancing those traits, not putting focuses on the weaknesses. This can be good for a group because you are then
able to easily make certain people in charge of tasks they will excel in and then in turn helping the group reach goals.
True Colors is a very simple test that embraces those who are more visual learners more than other self assessments.

The results are split into four colors: blue, green, orange and yellow, which focus a lot on values and what is important
to the test taker. Emphasizing a lot on feelings, this test assists a lot with communication of a group.

The Parker Team Player Survey or PTPS is more widely known in the field of higher education because of its
focus on “team work”. The results give you four styles: Contributor, Collaborator, Communicator, and Challenger. The
popular piece about this assessment is the activities that come with finding a personal “team player style”, which not
only finds strengths but also a plan to help improve on the weaknesses.
The above self assessments, and many others similar to
them, can give an educator a lot of information, including
insight into the student’s learning style as well as traits
that can help with supervision. By using the results from
these tests, it will be easier to display information in the
most beneficial way to each student, as well as put student
leaders into pairings or groups that complement each
other for the most success. The assessments also help the
students understand where they need to improve, where
the supervisor can then lead them to various activities
that can strengthen those areas.
In residence life, for example, many have large staffs of
student leaders that are in various developmental stages
and have different personalities. And usually, by the time
this group gets in the same room together, there is only a

short time to train them or get information from them.
By using one of these self assessments, the ability to see
quickly what students will work well with one another to
help complete opening or closing tasks more efficiently
becomes apparent. It also becomes obvious to see how
students would generally respond to training information
that is shown by PowerPoint or in more active, hands
on ways. The test will help give the professional staff an
idea on how to best explain information or teachable
moments throughout the job.
As you plan your schedules for when students return
in August, I urge you to look into using one of the self
assessments for your group of student leaders. It will not
only benefit them, but you as a supervisor as well.
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Greetings GLACUHO!
The GLACUHO Professional Foundations committee, in collaboration with the State
Delegates, is very excited to introduce the new Professional Network program to the
GLACUHO region. Networking is a foundational and critical relationship in our field. It
allows an opportunity to gain different perspectives, ask difficult questions, and have
someone on whom you can count for support and guidance in addition to your supervisor.
Anyone is welcome to sign up to be to participate depending on what you are looking
to gain from that experience. You can sign up to be connected with someone with less
experience than you if you wish to provide your expertise and guidance to another,
or to be connected with a professional with more experience that you currently have.
Expectations will be, once matched up, for each pair to connect and discuss the frequency
and method in which you wish to communicate. You can e-mail, Skype, follow each other
on Twitter, and maybe even look for each other at regional and national conferences. The
vision is to have partners ask questions and for advice, and your match to provide what
guidance they can. The time commitment is largely what you, as a Professional Network
match, want to make of it, but typically is about 1-3 hours per month. In past iterations
of this concept, Professional Network pairs connected most frequently by phone once a
month to discuss various topics and check in. Each month you will receive an e-mail with
topic and prompt. These prompts and readings can serve as great timely conversation
starters to aid in your professional connection. The topic will change each month based
on current events or the typical housing timeline. Feel free to use the provided discussion
questions or to continue down your own path with your partner. Topics, encouragement
and support will all be provided by the Professional Foundations committee to ensure
your success in this program.
For those who feel experienced in the field of Student Affairs, we encourage you to
share your experience with others, and those who feel like they could learn from another
professional are strongly encouraged to sign up to continue to build their professional
network and gain new perspectives and insight. In our experience, the relationship is
multi-directional, as we can all learn a lot from one another, regardless of experience
level or positional title.
As you sign up for this program, you will be able to describe your experience, and what
you hope to receive from this relationship. We will use this information for matching
purposes, and put our best effort into creating an intentional and mutually-beneficial
pairing. Thank you for your consideration of this opportunity, and please direct any
questions to professionalnetwork@glacuho.org
To sign up for the GLACUHO Professional Network, simply follow this link:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PnJ7hl1rAlLOccQwWC2ACkie9Qry0Uji9g7KHu5mDzk/viewform
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PEEPS at GVSU:
By Matea Caluk, Grand Valley State University

Connecting Commuter and
International Students
to Campus and the Surrounding Community

Commuter and international students are both
interesting, often overlooked populations on our
campuses. Although they may be initially thought of
as two separate groups with vast differences, there are
actually many components that they have in common,
including areas for additional support. The additional
support could be achieved by facilitating relationships
between these two student groups in order to establish
a better overall college experience and development for
both.

residence, classroom, campus community, surrounding
community. Roles change as well depending on the
social network they become a part of – back home they
may have been very timid and in the US they find an
outgoing social group which forces them to adapt.

As for commuter students, relationships change as they
are navigating through the institution finding mentors
and peers; usually with minimal language barriers.
Routines change by adding course work to potential time
commitments such as full or part-time employment,
With respect to commuter and international students, children and families. Assumptions change as they
the Padnos International Center at Grand Valley navigate through an institution of higher education
State University is developing a peer-to-peer program which may be different than their workplace or family
that would ultimately connect these students to environment. Roles change as they are now a student
one another, the institution, and the surrounding and no longer an employee, mother, father, etc.
community. By looking at the two populations through
existing programs as well as secondary research, the Along with transition come one’s desires of meeting
PEEPS (Peers Engaging and Exploring Programs and basic need in order to be successful and productive.
Surroundings) program was introduced. The program As we know, Maslow’s (1934) hierarchy of needs
is currently scheduled to pilot this fall.
presents five stages of human needs. Basic needs
identified by Maslow (1934) can be paralleled with
Key theoretical concepts of PEEPS include: Maslow’s commuter and international student experiences.
hierarchy of needs, transition, mattering and sense of Basic expectations that should be met include housing,
belonging. Both commuter and international students dining and transportation. On campus, commuter
find themselves in various transitions while attending students need accommodations such as study lounges,
college. Schlossberg (1989) defines a transition as “any appliances – microwave to warm their food brought
event or non-event that changes relationships, routines, from home, among other amenities that residential
assumptions and roles.” Commuter and international students may have. Then again, international students
students undergo these transitions with various residing on campus can assist commuter students in
perspectives as outlined below:
fulfilling these needs. By partnering with a residential
international student, the commuter student would
International students must form all new relationships have a facility to enjoy between classes, rather than
with peers, faculty, staff and community members, and going home immediately following a class or feeling
often times with a cultural and language barrier. Their a lack of belonging to the campus community. At the
routines change by adapting to the American way of life, same time, international students’ basic needs would be
whether it is timeliness, schedules, food, worship, etc. At accommodated by pairing up with commuter students
the same time, assumptions change drastically as these who are familiar with the public transportation or have
students are placed into an entirely new environment; a personal vehicle. According to Jacoby and Garland
(2004), “A student who has not found satisfactory living
or transportation arrangements is not able to devote
full time and attention to learning (p.66).” Through
this partnership, peers would be assisting each other
in fulfilling basic needs for further development and
successful academic careers.

Once their basic needs are met, students want to feel
that they matter – to one another, to a group, and to the
institution. To briefly define mattering is: the feeling
that others are interested in you, depend on you and
are concerned with your fate (Rosenberg & McCllough,
1981). Students need to feel that they matter and are
valued members of the campus community. By working
together and attending suggested activities of the PEEPS
program, commuter and international students will feel
a sense of support from the institution and will feel
that they matter in the overall scheme of the university.
They will feel that administrators are interested in their
success, peers depend on one another to have a good
experience in the program, and the overall campus
community cares about their retention and persistence to
graduation. An objective of this program is for students
to feel as central members of the campus community
rather than marginalized because of their membership
in their specific subpopulation (Jacoby & Garland,
2004). The program will facilitate one sponsored event
per month for participants to attend, and encourage
participants to meet with professors, advisors, and staff
outside of the scheduled events.
Along with mattering, students need to feel a sense of
belonging to the new community they have transitioned
into. As noted in Jacoby & Garland (2004) “Individuals
rarely feel connected to a place where they have no
significant relationships” (p. 65). Another objective of
this program is for students to feel connections to their
peers as well as establish relationships with advisors,
faculty and staff. Commuter and international students
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can feel a sense of belonging by participating in residence
hall events. The international students who reside on
campus can invite the commuter students to events; with
this concept the commuter student would feel a sense of
belonging to the institution because they have a place to
tie them to the institution other than attending classes.
Along the same lines, the commuter student could invite
the international student to their home for a meal which
would in turn help the international student feel a sense
of belonging in the community and the culture.
Students not only need to matter and belong to their
community, they also need to be involved in their
communities. For both commuter and international
students, membership in the campus community is very
important. According to Jacoby and Garland (2004, p.66)
“A student who feels like a second class citizen would
most likely not engage in all kinds of developmental
campus experiences that increased satisfaction and
likelihood of persistence to graduation.” For this reason,
participants in the PEEPS program will be encouraged
to attend student organization meetings and service
learning events.
Overall this initiative is a new idea to the Padnos
International Center at Grand Valley State University.
The hope is to create lasting relationships, experiences
and memories for the student participants. Although
this program has not been implemented as of yet, the
ideas and concepts may be used to set a foundation for
similar peer-to-peer institutions in the region.

Core learning outcomes of P.E.E.P.S.:
Membership, relationships, cultural awareness, social interaction, communication

Learning outcomes defined:

1. All students participating in the P.E.E.P.S. program will gain membership in university initiatives such as student
organizations, campus programming, academic, personal and professional support, as well as create at a lasting
relationship with at least one other participant.
- Commuter students will feel a stronger membership in GVSU and the residential community on campus
- International students will feel a stronger membership in GVSU and the Grand Rapids community
2. All students participating in the P.E.E.P.S. program will gain an understanding of cultural awareness, whether
American or international culture.
3. All students participating in the P.E.E.P.S. program will enhance their skills of social interaction and
communication through meetings with peers, faculty and staff.
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An Opportunity to Serve: GLACUHO Gives Back 2013
Each year, GLACUHO presents its delegates with the opportunity to volunteer, collaborate, and contribute meaningfully to the
local community in a project called GLACUHO Gives Back. For the 2013 annual conference, GLACUHO Gives Back sets its
sights on Damar Services, Inc. Founded in 1969, Damar Services opened its doors as a residential facility for individuals living
with developmental disabilities, specifically fueld by the mission of providing them with future-brightening opportunities.
Today, Damar Services is widely known as a last best hope for many children, particularly those with complex behavioral
challenge such as severe ADHD, aggression, oppositional defiance, and other conduct disorders. From the Damar website: "In
short, Damar is unique in that we serve those whom other service providers are either unable or unwilling to serve. We gladly
champion these individuals, focusing on their ability to realize their potential and achieve independence in a community."
In collaboration with Damar Services, GLACUHO Gives Back will enable volunteers to leave a significant impact on this
life-changing non-profit organization. Volunteers will work together to positively impact through the painting of Damar's
residential spaces.
If you are interested in participating in the GLACUHO Gives Back project this Fall, please sign up when you register for
the GLACUHO Conference! This will enable us to communicate with our host site regarding the size of the project! For
more information on Damar Services, please visit http://www.damar.org/. GLACUHO Gives Back will take place on Tuesday,
November 19 from 7:30am-11:30am and you can sign up when you register for the conference.
In addition, GLACUHO Gives Back will feature a passive project via a donation collection for Angel's Wings, Inc. This is
a non-profit organization dedicated to working with incarcerated women and their children. One of their programs is an
alternative residential facility where an incarcerated woman can live with her child until her release date as opposed to her
child going into the foster care system. The program is in need of many items, such as baby clothes, hygiene products, books,
toys, etc. Please look in the next publication of Trends for a complete list of items that can be donated during the GLACUHO
annual conference for 2013. For more information about Angel's Wings, please visit http://www.angelswingsinc.org.

Staff Buy-In

By Nick Varner, Albion College

Brought to you by the Professional Foundations Committee

The ability to empower and motivate a staff is one
of the hardest skills to teach, but it is also one of the
most essential skills student affairs professionals
needs at their disposal. Housing and Residential Life
professional and student staff have some crazy hours,
and some even crazier situations that they have to
handle. As a supervisor of student staff, or really any
staff, it is necessary to keep your staff motivated and
moving forward without getting bogged down. There is
a wide array of reasons why people go into Housing and
Residential Life, but at the core is a passion for working
with students and an investment in their success. It is
the supervisors’ responsibility to share this passion with
their staff and help the staff become truly invested and
involved in their position.

with the process. Astin (1999) defines involvement as
“the amount of physical and psychological energy that
the student devotes to the academic experience.” This
can include both inside and outside of the classroom
involvement. We want our RAs to go above and beyond
in their position, to really be “involved”. They should
care about their job and it should show through their
work. Is this something that is regularly encouraged
or discussed? There can be a huge gap between what
professionals expect their RAs to do and what the
minimum requirements are. How do we get them to
meet and exceed our expectations?

Bolman and Deal (2008) offer several different
organizational frames to describe how leaders and
supervisors manage their staffs. One that focuses on
Student staff time is a huge resource for housing promoting high performance among staff members
professionals. It would be impossible for us to meet and and tailoring supervision based on the supervisee is
get to know 400+ residents; we need RAs to get involved the human resources frame. This framework focuses
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on the importance of realizing the staffs’ needs, feelings,
prejudices, skills, and limits. Once a supervisor is able to
realize these things, they can tailor tasks to the individual
staff member to help them be successful and contribute
to the overall good of the staff. If a staff member feels
that they are being successful and are contributing to

the good of the group, they will be more invested and
involved in the group and its responsibilities.
There are some strategies offered by Bolman and Deal’s
to increase staff investment and involvement regardless
of their individual strengths and struggles.

1) Empower and Support: Successful employees know how to lead and serve people within a framework
of expectations and policies. Make sure that these are very clear. Clear up the gray areas. They will not know that
they are not involved enough if they do not know what the expectations are. Give them a chance to be successful,
and then help them along the way. Failure teaches some of the biggest life lessons, and while we do not want staff
members to fall flat on their faces, we do want them to have an opportunity to learn.
2) The team is Organic: It is necessary to realize that a staff is alive and growing.

Relationships are
ever evolving, the staff is maturing, things are changing. Do our practices line up with this knowledge? It is also
important to realize that our employees are people, most of the time students. The human resource framework
focuses on bringing out the best of a person as a whole, not just the person as an employee. Employees are happier,
more successful, and more involved in an organization in which they feel that their supervisor is actually listening
to them.

3) Fair and Consistent: If you have a favorite, your employees know it.

They all know it, and not even
the favored one really likes it. Dalton (2003) found that “employees need to feel, regardless of the differences, that
their supervisor is fair, consistent, and concerned about them.” It may be necessary to give some tough love, but as
long as it is consistent then it is ok. If you set up the proper framework at the beginning and your employees are
aware of your expectations, then disciplining them equally should be expected.
There is one more that I would like to add to help engage staff and motivate them to do well.

4) Presentation and Energy: It is all about how you present the information. If you are positive and

upbeat about it, they will pick up on your energy and move forward. However, if they know that you do not really
care for what has to be done, why would they? People want to be involved in good, positive activities, not dull and
dreary requirements. Helping the staff see the reasoning and logic behind initiatives also help to get them engaged
in the process. At Albion College RAs do 1:1 conversations with each of our First-Year students and the RAs like
doing these because they know why they are helpful and see the benefit of having them.
A lot of trust and faith is put into RAs that they are
doing their job. Supervisors do not always see their RAs
interacting with their floor, putting on programs, and
completing rounds, but if the framework is in place for
them to be successful and do their job then they will.
We hire good people, now we have to let them work.

Dalton (2003) states “Student affairs leaders no longer
manage their organizations in any single fashion but,
instead, borrow from a variety of management and
leadership styles, suited for their organization and
institution.” I have listed what are core components for
me working with my staff; if that resonates with you that
is fantastic. If not, then find what does work for you and
implement it!
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The Crossroads of
Identity

By Jeremy Wright, Lake Forest College

Brought to you by the Inclusion & Equity Committee

When

someone new asks you who
you are, how do you respond?
Perhaps, “I’m Mr. Smith.
Originally from Ohio, I’m a
college administrator with the propensity to drink too
much coffee.” Going deeper, you’ve just watched an
episode of Mad Men and you’re keenly aware of your
white, male, socio-economically-fueled privilege- or
complete lack thereof.

Collins, intersectionality offers us a lens through which
to support our students as their most holistic selves.
This idea of intersectionality of identity was developed by
feminist and womanist scholars who felt the scholarship
of their time did not encompass an inclusive view of
identity regarding the influences and intersections of
gender and other social identities, such as race or sexual
orientation (Hurtado & Sinha, 2008; Shields, 2008).
As individuals with varied community memberships,
we posses multiple socially constructed identities, and
Your details grow to,” I’m John Smith. I never get followed all of those identities affect how we respond to our
in stores because of my alabaster skin. My father paid for environment as well as how our environment responds
college, which is great, because I spend a lot of my money to us (Mahalingam, Balan, & Haritatos, 2008). For
being the breadwinner of my household.” Or you could example, how does a Black, Christian, gay male introduce
answer, “My name is Jane. I’m adopted and look nothing himself to the college fellowship organization? What
like my family. I’m always too feminine, too Asian, or not pieces of him are perceived by others, and what does he
enough of either.”
choose to share?
The process is the
“...students construct a “core” identity filled with personal
same no matter
Much of the discussion
attributes
and
characteristics...”
your
response.
around intersectionality
You sift through
centers on the relations
the aspects of your identity, attempting to paint an of different forms of oppression that emerge from the
accurate picture of yourself, to succinctly convey how non-singular nature of our identities (Diamond &
you experience the world. You stand at the cross roads Butterworth, 2008). Indeed, Lee (2012) described the
of multiple groups and flip through the intersections spirit of intersectionality as “a conceptual lifeline for the
of what makes you, you. You try to illustrate your oppressed,” (p. 471). However, researchers like Jones and
intersectionality of identity.
McEwen (2000) have built upon the relationship between
intersectionality and oppression, and through their
The Inclusion & Equity committee has chosen the Conceptual Model of Multiple Dimensions of Identity,
intersectionality of identity as its theme for the year. have attempted to describe how students’ understanding
The canon of identity development theories, and our of their aspects of identity develops. According to their
responses to them, has been steadily growing; however, model, students construct a “core” identity filled with
student affairs practitioners have also recognized our personal attributes and characteristics, which is then
students cannot be fully described by one theory or surrounded by external, socially-defined categories of
one model. Fueled by the work of individuals such as identity e.g., gender, race, culture, and religion (Jones &
Audre Lorde, Kimberle Crenshaw, and Patricia Hill McEwen, 2000).
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So what is our role in this process? In a study, conducted
by Dafina Lazarus Stewart (2008), regarding the
experiences of identity development of Black students
at a predominately White institution, Stewart found
students described themselves and their various
identities as twist ice cream cones, collages, and jig
saw puzzles that come together to create a whole.
Additionally, those aspects of identity were influenced
by the students’ interactions with their institutions

(Stewart, 2008). It is, therefore, an important charge
for housing officers, and student affairs professionals
in general, to delve into the raging waters of identity
development and ask how their actions and their
institutions affect how their students come to know and
understand themselves. And, hopefully, by addressing
the intricacies of the intersectionality of identity in a
direct fashion, we will be able to stand at that crossroads
and know the way forward.
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Inclusion & Equity Committee Learning on the Go Project
Background:

Everyday professionals in our field are finding new ways to be more inclusive on their own campuses. Whether by having
Gender Neutral Housing options, creating new policies, providing ADA accessibility in new construction, or simply using
more inclusive language, it is our job to ensure we provide as much access to education for our students as possible. Being that
one of the core values of GLACUHO is inclusivity, we felt it important to make known what we are doing as a region in the
area of inclusion.

What We’re Asking:

For the GLACUHO annual conference this year, we would like to showcase what schools within the region are doing to be
more inclusive on their own campuses as a way to share ideas and push others to strive for change. In order to do this we are
looking for schools to send in short videos, pictures, quotes/testimonials or other information, showing how each school has
advocated and supported inclusivity on their campus throughout the year. Please be sure to include your schools name and a
caption/description for the pictures or videos you send.
We would ask you to submit your documents to Jonathan Freifeld via e-mail at JFreifeld@niu.edu. We look forward to seeing
all of the ways in which you strive to increase inclusiveness on your campuses this year.

“‘Intersectionality’ refers to the interaction
between gender, race, and other categories
of difference in individual lives, social
practices, institutional arrangements, and
cultural ideologies and the outcomes ofthese
interactions in terms of power.” (Davis, p.68)

My Introduction to
Intersectionality
By Heather Dwyer, The Ohio State University

Brought to you by the Inclusion & EquityCommittee

It was our first Inclusion & Equity Committee gathering
at the GLACUHO Winter Meeting 2013. Some people
already knew each other, but most of us were new to
GLACUHO or at least new to this committee. One of
our first agenda items of the day was to brainstorm
areas we should commit to working on this year. Early
on in the discussion, Lindy, our committee chair, said
she thought intersectionality should definitely be an
area we work on as a committee. As the discussion
progressed, I added that we should also focus efforts
on how to effectively work with students who hold
multiple underrepresented identities. I even went on to
describe working with a student this year who identified
both as lesbian and Jewish and was having difficulty
finding social groups andresources on campus. Lindy
kindly pointed out to me what I was describing was in
fact the definition of intersectionality. Well, of course I
felt pretty embarrassed to admit this in a room full of
strangers. Slowly, but surely, many others in the room
also admitted they had never heard the term before or
had heard it but didn’t know what it meant.

experiences in college and often make navigating college
difficult. For example, I once had a student living in my
residential community who identified as an African
American, bi-sexual, female. I learned she came from
a low-socioeconomic status and she had been raised in
a single-parent home. She was a first-generation college
student with no financial or emotional support from
her family. She was attending school on a scholarship
which she lived in constant fear of possibly losing due to
some failing grades. I connected her with every possible
campus and community resource I could find in addition
to just being an ongoing support to her as her hall
director. I realized through our many long discussions
having so many underrepresented identities can directly
affect a college student’s success and retention. Every
day was a struggle for this student, because she didn’t
know her resources and didn’t have the family support
may of us experience. She had to work harder than many
of her peers to put herself through school. As student
affairs professionals,we have to be vigilant in our efforts
to be resources but most importantly support, for these
This is something we all had stories to share about: we students. One of the first steps is to educate ourselves
havehad interactions with students who have multiple about intersectionality theory. Once we understand this
identities. I’ve personally worked with many students concept we can then figure out ways to help individual
who have multiple identities which directly affect their students be successful in our daily work.
Reference
Davis, Kathy. (2008). Intersectionality as buzzword: A sociology of science perspective on what makes a feminist theory successful.
Retrieved from http://www.tlu.ee/files/arts/12766/Inter8d87b837c950ce748ddb64f3dc694cd1.pdf

Happy 25th Birthday to the ACUHO-I Foundation!

2013 marks the 25th Birthday for the ACUHO-I Foundation and there are numerous activities and events that are
planned to highlight this silver anniversary!
The Foundation and ACUHO-I are working together to promote the 25 for 25 Campaign. The 25 for 25 “Pledge”
level was inspired by your voice shared with us during our interactive survey taken at the Foundation booth at ACE
2011 in New Orleans, Louisiana.
The campaign offers two ways to give as the Foundation celebrates 25 years:
Option 1 – Pledge
$25 per month for 25 months
$625 total
This would then become a regular giving level after the 25 months
Option 2 - Single Donations
$25.00 geared toward New Professionals
$125.00 geared toward Mid-Level Professionals
$250.00 geared toward Senior Professionals or anyone wishing to give

Why
I
Run...
#SAfit
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Brought to you by the Communications & Marketing Committee

rianne Meng Assistant Director of Resident Education, Denison University
CaWhy
I run: My mom (pictured in the photo with me) has always been
in love with running. I, however, had a different point of view. Running
came as a necessity when I had a significant amount of weight to
lose. These days, my opinion is much different: running is nothing
but love! I run because I love my friends and family and I want to be
strong and healthy for the future of those relationships. I run for my
sanity, to reconcile the rough days and celebrate the great days. I run
for camaraderie and time with my run-pals. I run to be prepared for
opportunities that will come my way. Speaking of run-love: the photo
with my mom was taken just after the half-marathon we ran together
in late 2012. At 55, after running her last marathon 10 years before,
she trained in secret and surprised me! Now that's love!

I started running during my first year of college and never stopped. I
found that it was a great way to get outside, maintain balance, and
explore a new location. Now, as a housing professional, I find running
to be more important than ever! When I am inside for most of the
day, I use running to get outside and recharge after a draining day. I
also find running the best way to explore a new area. Since I do not
have a car, running is a great way to discover some hidden gems of
the city I am in. I also have a penchant for getting lost and running a
little more than I had hoped. For example, at my ACUHO-I internship
in Buffalo, NY, I set out for a 7 mile run and ended up getting very
lost and ran 12 miles. I may have run through some bad areas, but I
also happened upon some great parks and neighborhoods that I ran
to frequently. As I continue to run, it has become integrated in my life
and lifestyle and I am hoping to work up to a marathon soon!

er Residence Director, Northwestern University

rk
Daniel Ba

Why I run: Running is as essential to me as my heartbeat or my breath.
The steady cadence of my feet on the trail calms my soul, clear my
mind, and heal my heart. Running has taught me patience, resilience,
persistence, courage and strength. Running has shown me clarity, peace,
success, heartbreak, pain, and pure joy. I run for a greater purpose.
I run in hopes to inspire my son. I run to maintain a solid relationship
with my husband. I run to gain perspective on what is really important.
Most importantly, I run for those who cant – especially my father in law.
So when it’s 30 degrees and raining outside, I will go for a run and I
will enjoy that run because, there are those out there that desperately
want to run and can’t. I can so I will. I know I have not yet learned all
running has to teach me. I look forward to the future lessons, passions
and perspectives of life to come from more time on the trails.
Assistant Director of Residential Life, Purdue University

Anne Stark
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allegedly started at the U of Illinois in
1910 (although several large football
schools do claim to be the first).

Conference Conservation Challenge
By Kimberly F. Hardaway, Purdue University, Connie Storey, Northern Illinois University
and Dillon Wyatt, Ball State University
Brought to you by the Facilities & Operations Committee

The Facilities & Operations Committee created the Conference Conservation Challenge (C3) to bring awareness
to conservation efforts and to show how easy it is for us to reduce our carbon footprint, especially at conferences.
The challenge encompasses almost everything, from carpooling to how long of a shower one takes. Every effort,
no matter how small, helps in conserving resources and eliminating unnecessary waste.
It’s very easy to help conserve and be sustainable while at GLACUHO. Carpooling instead of taking several
vehicles will not only help reduce the amount of pollutants released by auto emissions, but will help reduce your
gas and parking costs. If you are presenting, consider having online materials instead of printing handouts. This
will significantly reduce the amount of paper you need to use (and carry) during the conference. Also, bring your
own conference bag and water bottle while in attendance. You can help GLACUHO save in costs of buying bags
and help reduce the amount of paper or plastic cups that are used at water stations.
For GLACUHO 2013, consider taking the C3 Challenge! Carpool, bring your own conference bag or water bottle,
have online resources for your presentation, share rooms with others! Be sure to come by our table and complete
the 2013 C3 Challenge survey and tell GLACUHO how you are being sustainable! Below are some results from
GLACUHO 2012’s C3 Challenge:

Transportation to Conference

Transportation during at Conference

7: took an airplane
72: Private Vehicles-Car or Van pool
14: Private Vehicles Alone
2: took a Bus
4: University Vehicle Carpool

3: City Transportation
9: Conference Sponsored
7: Private Vehicles (by themselves)
11: Private Car/Van Pool
69: Walked

Shower Usage

Towel Usage

20: took showers in under 5min
70: took 5-15min showers
6: took 15-20min showers
3: took 30+min showers

52: used same towels every day
29: asked for new towels, not every day
15: asked for new towels every day

Presentation Resources

Recyclable Items

4: used online and printed materials
20: used online materials
6: printed double-sided
4: printed single-sided

88: brought own Conference Bag
63: brought own Water Bottle
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BED SAFETY…Am I at Risk?
By Mike Hamelmann, University Loft Company

Safety. Who can argue with safety? We all want it. We But this applies to the consumer market. We are

all discuss how to achieve it—from locks to cameras,
food prep to alcohol consumption, parking to crime—
and do we even broach on identity protection? Even
with all of these campus meetings, committees, and
third party experts, every day schools across the country
put themselves at risk when it comes to bed safety. This
is not intentional. Most of the time it is a result of being
educated on the requirements and then learning of
steps or measures which can be taken to mitigate this
risk. The first step is recognizing the risk exists.

So what are we talking about here... Bed Safety?

institutions of higher learning. How does this apply to
my campus you ask? You’re right—the guidelines were
originally written in the ‘60’s and excluded three general
sectors: military installations, correctional facilities,
and colleges & universities. Under normal activities the
rules as originally written and those standards modified
in July 2000 do not apply to these groups.

Exposure:

Where college & university campuses become exposed
is when individuals outside of their students, normal
operations (siblings, friends, etc), or campus &
conferences enter the picture.

What does this mean? How does it apply to my campus?
Why should I care? What is my exposure? All are great
questions, and the simple answers will be outlined Guidelines:
Entrapment - The entrapment requirements specify
below.
that the distance between spreader rails on each bed
Let’s start with the safety requirements themselves end be small enough to prevent the passage of a 3.5” X
and where they apply. The Consumer Product Safety 6.2” block or large enough to permit the passage of a 9”
Commission (CPSC) is a Federal agency charged with diameter sphere which is roughly the space needed to
protecting the public from unreasonable risks of injury withdraw a person’s head.
or death associated with the use of the thousands of
consumer products under the agency's jurisdiction To take it one step further… the Consumer Product
(http://www.cpsc.gov/en/About-CPSC/). The CPSC Safety Commission (CPSC) defines a bunk bed as “any
creates standards and oversight on thousands of bed in which the underside of the foundation (i.e. sleep
consumer products. The requirements discussed within surface) is over 30” from the floor” (i.e twin beds with
will focus on July 2000 requirements of bunk beds and adjustable sleep surfaces). The requirements go on to
specifically mandate 16 CFR Parts 1213, 1500, and 1513 state that any bunk bed shall provide at least two upper
bunk guardrails—at least one on each side of the bed.
(http://www.cpsc.gov/PageFiles/91119/bunkbed.pdf).
The Commission’s point of emphasis rests with bunk
bed performance requirements to reduce this hazard Why is this important?
(bunk bed safety). The rules are issued under both the If you are using “tool less” bed systems that allow for
Federal Hazardous Substances Act (FHSA), for bunk multiple configurations (twin, bunk, loft, etc.) and/or
beds intended for use by children; and the Consumer the sleep surface to be adjusted, then even though the
Product Safety Act (CPSA), for bunk beds not sleep surface may start out at a less than 30” distance
“intended” for (but often used by) children.
from floor to the bottom of the mattress you are still
exposed as the sleep surface can freely be adjusted to a
Keep reading—I promise it’s not all acronyms, lawyer height greater than requirements allow. Thus your bed
speak and memos from here on out. It’s important to just went from safe to out of compliance. Prior to any
point out where the rules originate and for those who use of this bed by minors the University staff should
want to learn more or pass along to risk managers. The review the sleep surface positions to ensure they are low
links are included.
enough to not be classified as a “bunk”.
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Things to Consider...
Warning Labels:

Universities should be proactive
in speaking with their furniture suppliers and discuss
how their products meet these standards. If they do,
ask that warning labels be placed on the bed ends with
appropriate information detailed. As part of your
annual room inspections, have staff check that the labels
are still clearly visible. Additional steps to discuss bed
safety are also encouraged to be reviewed by staff and
residents during the move-in process.

growing trend on campuses to provide students the
flexibility to use a ladder. With this new addition to
the room it is imperative that they are used correctly in
order to ensure the safety of the students at all times.
Pay special attention to warning labels, sleep surface
heights, and bed positioning to allow the ladders to be
used correctly and safely.

Facts... A study about bunk bed-related injuries was

published in the June 2008 issue of Pediatrics, the
Ladders: Although most beds offered to the market official journal of the American Academy of Pediatrics.
today are designed with ladder ends for ease of climbing The study looked at nonfatal bunk bed-related injuries
onto the top bunk or loft, there are times when a ladder treated in US emergency departments from 1990 to
is necessary. This could be due to the space allowance 2005 involving individuals under the age of 21 (www.
or configuration of beds in the room. There is also a kidsindanger.org ).

The main findings of the study include the following:
- An estimated 572,580 children and adolescents were treated for non-fatal injuries over the 16year period, on average 35,690 individuals per year.
- Children under the age of six suffered the majority of the bunk bed injuries and were at the
highest risk for death resulting from head entrapment and collapsing mattresses.
- Lacerations were the most common type of injury (about 30%), followed by contusions and
abrasions (24%) and fractures (about 20%).
- The body parts most frequently injured were the head and neck.
- Falls were the most common mechanism of injury (about 73%). However, while playing or
sleeping children sustain injuries resulting from falls, jumps, bunk bed ladders, bed malfunctions,
and striking the bed.
The purpose of this article is not to scare or create fear,
but to highlight a topic and create awareness. No longer
are residence halls and apartments used solely during the
academic year. With more visitors to campus each year,
a growing number of scheduled camps & conferences,
and a litigious society it is important to understand
the risk, prepare, and plan accordingly. Housing
professionals have the responsibility to residents and
the schools to foster environment that is safe, clean, and

most importantly portrays the institution’s standards
and expectations.
Take the time to talk internally regarding bed safety
then have real conversations with suppliers. For all of us
who desire safer campuses, there are practical steps we
can take to raise the campus expectations and partner
with companies who understand and have adopted
such standards.
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SJTI:

Social Justice Training Institute Scholarship for Mid-Level Professionals
By Rachel Aho,

Brought to you by theInclusion & Equity Committee

Furthering development and competency within areas of
inclusion, equity and social justice among our mid-level
professionals is of great importance. With greater calls
to create inclusive communities, resolve issues stemming
from areas of oppression and privilege and understand and
respond to our ever diversifying students’ needs, it is clear
that skill development in this area is a priority on campus
and for those working within our association (Great Lakes
Association of College and University Housing Officers,
2012; Humphrey, K., 2012; Reason, R. D. & Davis, T. L.,
2005).

institute continues to increase its network of support and
dialogue within the field and is expanding itself through
further initiatives such as student institutes and advanced
renewal experiences.
Further information on the institute can be found at www.
sjti.org.

Impact for housing professionals
SJTI’s value for housing professionals is particularly
noteworthy as the institute engages participants in
many of the very tenants of our work within residential
Social Justice Training Institute
life. Indeed, we are called upon within our work
The Social Justice Training Institute (SJTI), founded in 1998
by the ACUHO-I Standards and Ethical Principles
by Jamie Washington, Kathy Obear, Vernon Wall and Maura
to “establish an open, diverse, and multicultural
Cullen, serves as an intensive five-day laboratory experience
during which student affairs practitioners increase their residential environment that promotes the appreciation,
multicultural competencies and skills for becoming an understanding and respect for differences” (ACUHO-I
instrument of social change. The institute, occurring Professional Standards Committee, 2010). Such a
twice per year, has been recognized since its inception as a call stems from the clearly demonstrated impact that
challenging, and unique opportunity capable of truly shifting residential environments, specifically interactions
development within the area of social justice.
with residence hall staff, can have on students’ own
understanding of themselves and those differing from
Current institute faculty members include scholars such as them (Broido & Reason, 2005).
Kathy Obear, Vernan Wall, Carmen Rivera, Becky Martinez
and Jamie Washington, all known for their work within
social justice education and their presence within higher
education.

As such, having a focus on social justice education,
inclusion, diversity and social change are all things
encouraged within our work; however, intensive
Faculty members help engage participants during the institute opportunities for developing advanced skills in these
to do the following things through sessions, caucuses and areas are sometimes few and far between. SJTI offers
housing professionals with an opportunity to do just this
individual reflection:
and has proven time and time again to be an effective
• Examine the complexity of race and racism to then translate and highly influential opportunity for those working in
key learnings to other areas of social justice
residence life.

• Enhance and refine their skills and competencies to create
inclusion for all members in their communities
• Focus on their personal learning and development to
increase their critical consciousness
• Gain a deeper understanding of the dynamics of oppression
at the individual, group, cultural and systems level
• Focus on their internalized dominance and internalized
oppression
• Learn to better use self as an instrument of change
Alumni of the institute consistently comment on the impact
of this opportunity and can frequently be seen at conferences
and on their campuses as leading members furthering the
conversation surrounding social justice in our field. The

SJTI can be of particular worth to those members of
our region serving in mid-level manager positions. For
those members currently serving in these positions,
advancing the basic skill level in these areas is critical
in terms of creating a community of inclusion both
on a department and campus level (Evans & Reason,
2001). With greater numbers of bias related incidents,
continual polarizing political environments on campus,
and frequent campus priorities involving issues of
inclusion and equity, it is vital for mid-level managers
to both develop skills in this area and take part in the
conversation (Humphrey, 2012).
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GLACUHO and SJTI
When it comes to SJTI and GLACUHO, the connection is
clear. Participation in SJTI reaffirms GLACUHO’s mission,
vision statement, core values, purpose, and our commitment
to diversity and inclusion. It is clear through our mission and
vision GLACUHO aims to provide our membership with
opportunities to learn, lead and serve and be recognized as a
premiere regional housing association.
The selected recipient of the scholarship would be called
upon to learn, lead and serve on behalf of our association
on a national level and would be given the opportunity to
live out our core values relating to personal and professional
growth, service, visionary leadership and inclusivity thereby
further enacting our espoused values.
GLACUHO’s purpose to provide professional development
opportunities to our membership in order to “meet the
diverse and changing needs of those we serve” (Great Lakes
Association of College and University Housing Officers,
2012) would be met on an even broader level by providing the
resources for one of our members to develop skills directly
speaking to meeting our diverse students’ needs. By creating
this opportunity for mid-level professionals GLACUHO
would move forward toward meeting one of its focus areas
for this year in a meaningful way congruent to our purpose.

Social Justice Training Institute Details
December 9-13, 2013
Long Beach, California
The GLACUHO Inclusion and Equity Committee will
provide a scholarship of $675.00 to assist applicants in
funding their institute attendance. This allows applicants to
have their registration fee fully funded.
Selection Criteria and Process

Eligibility:
To be eligible for the SJTI scholarship applicants must meet
the following criteria:
• Currently work within the region and participate as an
active member of GLACUHO
• Identify as a mid-level professional (typically defined as 3-8
years of post-master’s experience)
• Commit to also applying to SJTI online in conjunction with
the scholarship process*
• Be able to fulfill a post-institute contribution to the region
taking place through either a conference presentation,
webinar or Trends article
*Scholarship applicants are not guaranteed a spot in the SJTI
cohort; they must also apply online in order to secure their
position. Scholarships will only be awarded to one selected
cohort member.

Timeline:
Applicants meeting the criteria for eligibility must complete an online application during the proposed application
timeframe below:
				September 1st		Applications available online
				September 13th		Applications due
				September 1-15th
Application review
				
September 15-30th
SJTI cohort selected/GLACUHO notified of cohort members
				
September 30th
Scholarship recipient notified
				
Annual conference
Scholarship recipient awarded
The scholarship recipient will work with the GLACUHO treasurer to receive their registration fee payment for SJTI. After
returning from the institute, the recipient will work with the Inclusion and Equity Chair to give back to GLACUHO in
a tangible way (program presentation, webinar, Trends article, other proposed idea). This follow-up is expected to be
completed by the following annual conference.
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When Universities Are Destroyed:
How Tulane University and the University of Alabama Rebuilt After Disaster
Dr. Jack Kushner, New York: iUniverse, Inc. 2010. 51 pp.
Book Review By Lisa Walker, Eastern Illinois University
As a sub-committee of Campus Safety
and Crisis Management focusing on
natural disasters, we were charged
with locating and sharing texts
depicting weather-related campus
crisis. The options were limited until
When Universities Are Destroyed
(Kushner, 2010) was published
and introduced itself as a roadmap
“to suggest examples of how to
rebuild an institution after it is faced
with disaster” which is certainly
appropriate to our mission (pg. vii).
The two Southern universities
that are compared faced largely
different disasters: Tulane University
faced Hurricane Katrina while the
University of Alabama was a casualty
of the Civil War. In this short read
(about 50 pages), the reader is given
brief histories and historical contexts
of each institution prior to the disaster
occurring. Both institutions required
some similar elements to reach the
re-building and recovery stage: funds
and effective leadership. These efforts
demonstrated both successful and
failed realization.

would re-open and a timeline was
established. It was also recognized that
Tulane would need to partner with
other higher education institutions
for the displaced students. Leadership
divvied up responsibilities such as
acquiring funding and recreating
rosters of students, staff, and faculty
of the institution. It is also important
to note that Tulane chose to support
its faculty and staff by maintaining
the payroll throughout this recovery,
inherently establishing trust during
its rehabilitation efforts.
Higher Administration created the
Tulane Renewal Plan. This plan
focused on reorganizing the university
into an efficient institution with a
forward vision. (This did include the
termination of several departments,
and the addition of a live-on
requirement for underclassmen to
generate loyalty to the university,
as well as a community service
component to revive New Orleans.)
Within days of the hurricane, cleanup began and valuable documents
were being retrieved and organized

Unfortunately, the University of
Alabama had a more difficult time
getting back on its feet. Reorganization
was also a component of the reviving
of the University of Alabama by
its trustees, but because of the
Reconstruction period in the South,
leadership proved less effective in the
rebuilding efforts. The author noted
that “the major difference between
rebuilding after a natural disaster
and a manmade catastrophe was the
presence of strong and consistent
leadership at Tulane University” (pg.
49).

“But the glue that holds this
institution together consists of the
students and faculty” (pg. 21).

Although many of the details are left
out of this narrative, valuable pieces
of information can be transferred to
our campuses. Choosing effective
leadership for our institutions
is a necessary component in the
preparation for natural disaster
clean-up. The foresight to have an
action plan to retrieve funds and
recruit assistance from other
The effective leadership “A university is the aggregate wisdom and resilience of Colleges and Universities is
component was illustrated its leaders, especially in a crisis, such as the one that also indicative of a successful
as key in several occasions.
disaster plan. Engaging and
arose from Hurricane Katrina” (pg. 21).
Though the leadership of
enlisting the faculty, staff, and
the community of New
students in the creation of an
Orleans was reluctant to call for an from various parts of campus emergency plan is also prescribed
evacuation of the city, the leadership including administration buildings to gain trust and loyalty to the
of the university strongly advised and the library. A disaster restoration institution. By looking to the histories
incoming students to immediately company was identified and brought of other higher education institutions
leave Tulane’s campus and New to campus to begin assessments and that have experienced the effects of a
Orleans altogether. The effect of the a part of university property was natural disaster in their communities
hurricane to the campus involved established as a command post for and on their campuses, we are able to
flooding and power outages affecting the National Guard. Forethought in locate components to be used as the
communication through the entirety attracting and retaining faculty also groundwork in any planning of the
of campus. It took effective leadership prompted the university to purchase creation of a natural disaster recovery
making quick and firm decisions to and provide a school for their families. plan. History certainly does not have
begin the rebuilding of the University.
to repeat itself when it comes to
It was decided that the university
campus disaster clean-up.

Interviews by: Krystin Foster, Ball State University

Brought to you by the Communications & Marketing Committee

What
accomplishment
are you most
proud of?
I am most proud
of the work that I
have done in the
past few years to
balance my current
job, GLACUHO,
and still be the best
Mom that I can be
to my children. As
my kids become
more involved in
sports, my time
management
skills have been
imperative for
keeping my sanity!
I can now say that
I have become
a basketball,
baseball,
swimming, and
hockey mom with
the picture buttons
to prove it!
Lisa Ortiz
Assistant Director of
Residence Life, Ferris
State University
Past President
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GLACUHO Board Spotlights

Who has been a
major influence in
your life?

Where would you
like to see yourself
in 10 years?

My mother and
father have been a
huge influence in
my life. Like many
other people in our
field my parents
had no idea what
my career was
going to be and did
not understand my
passion, but they
supported me 100
%. Two years ago
my father passed
away and one of
the last things I got
to tell him was that
the first program
I submitted as
a professional
got accepted to
GLACUHO. He
was so proud of
me and he knew
I was in the right
field.

The short answer
is that in ten years I
hope to serve as a
director of residence
life or assistant dean
of students. At the
same time, one of
the shifts in mindset
at mid-level is that
future paths are not
as clearly defined.
I believe in the
career lattice and am
open to unexpected
experiences that
build skill sets that
may change the
planned course.
Outside of work,
I hope to have
completed a second
masters (in learning
& organizational
change, in progress)
and a doctorate,
along with focusing
more on being active
and healthy.

Alison Sinadinos
Assistant Residence
Manager- Indiana
University
Assistant ChairProgramming and
Development

Paul Hubinsky
Assistant Director of
University Residential
Life, Northwestern
University
Campus Safety and
Crisis Management

What is the most
valuable piece
of advice you
received as a new
professional?
Coming into any new
position or role can
be daunting. Just
know that you are
there for a reason,
that you were hired
with a purpose. Ask
questions, listen,
and work with your
peers. Gaining buyin and acceptance in
a department is key
to future growth and
success. Also, find
your niche! While all
live-in staff need to
be great practitioners
in their areas, each
individual brings
unique skill areas
to the team. Share
those with your
colleagues for the
benefit of the whole
group.
Spencer Giese
Residence Life Hall
Director at The Ohio
State University
GLACUHO Ohio
Delegate
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Call for Personal Narratives
Brought to you by the Inclusion & Equity Committee

that emerge from the non-singular nature of our
The theme for this year’s Inclusion & Equity identities (Diamond & Butterworth, 2008). Indeed,
Committee is the intersectionality of identity. Lee (2012) described the spirit of intersectionality
Shields (2008) put it simply when ze claimed that as “a conceptual lifeline for the oppressed,” (p.
“intersectionality first and foremost reflects the 471). However, researchers like Jones and McEwen
reality of lives,” (p. 304). Individuals belong to (2000) have built upon the relationship between
many social groups, and therefore, possess multiple intersectionality and oppression, and through
socially constructed identities. All of those social their Conceptual Model of Multiple Dimensions of
identities affect how we respond to our social Identity, have attempted to describe how students’
environment as well as how others respond to us understanding of their multiple dimensions of
(Hurtado & Sinha, 2008; Mahalingam, Balan, & identity develop.
Haritatos, 2008; Shields, 2008).

Background:

For example, I identify as a white, gay man. I can
never experience the world singularly through my
race, sexual orientation or gender. I am never simply
gay, nor am I only ever a man. I am constructed
of those multiple aspects of my identity and
experience the world through those different lenses
simultaneously. The process of possessing multiple
social identities produces a completely new way one
experiences the world, and that new experience,
although created by the identities that inform it,
cannot be fully described by those identities on
their own (Stewart & McDermott, 2004).
The idea of intersectionality was developed by
feminist and womanist scholars, who felt that the
scholarship of their time did not encompass an
inclusive view of identity regarding the influences
and intersections of gender and other social
identities, such as race or sexual orientation
(Hurtado & Sinha, 2008; Shields, 2008). Much of
the discussion around intersectionality centers
on the relations of different forms of oppression

What We’re Asking:

In the Learning on the Go space at the annual
conference, we are hoping to display some personal
narratives about Student Affairs professionals’
and students’ experiences about their intersecting
identities, and would like to know if you would be
interested in telling your story. The story, narrative,
essay can be as short or as long as you’d like. You can
talk about how you’ve experienced oppression, your
journey to understand your multiple identities, or
how those identities influence your career in student
affairs.
We would ask you to submit your documents to
Jeremy Wright via e-mail at wright@lakeforest.edu.
In addition to your narrative, we would ask that
you submit a photograph to be featured along with
your story. The vision for these photos is for you
to display your intersecting identities somewhere
within the picture (e.g., on your body, written on a
paper, expressed through items in the photo). Please
see the attached example for more information.
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A Personal
Narrative...
I find it difficult to accurately describe
how I navigate my intersecting identities,
how I come to understand all that makes
me who I am. I sometimes feel lost when
standing at the juncture of my identity
as white, as gay, as a first-generation
college student from a low socio-economic
background, and finally, as a man.
I'll try to provide an example with some levity. Let's say I'm about
to go on a date. Apart from getting ready and pondering how I finagled
my way into someone wanting to watch me unceremoniously tear apart
a Chipotle burrito, I have the following questions running through
my mind- Who will drive? Who will pay? Do I pull the chair out? More
succinctly, who is the "girl?" And then I think of how horrid a question
that is to pose! We know what's at play, right? I'm searching for the
appropriate amount of "maleness" to provide. From an early age, I was
told it was the man's job to pay for things, walk on the sidewalk facing
the street to protect his girlfriend, open doors etc. But what about a
guy who dates guys? It's hardly romantic to be walking single file on a
sidewalk out of a socially ingrained impetus to protect one's mate from
oncoming vehicular danger. I can't tell you how many times I've "faked"
for my wallet to pay for a meal, fully intending for my suitor to act
in kind. Do I offend someone by insisting to pay? The comedy of errors
is never ending.
My example is short and funny; however, the extent to which these
incidents of confusion influence my life is anything but laughable. How
do I present my masculinity in a society that tells me I'm violating
the cardinal rule of what it means to be a man? Furthermore, how does
my fulfillment or disregard of traditionally masculine roles affect my
acceptance in the gay community? At the end of the day I am all of
the things I listed above, and although many individuals may share
those markers, my experience is my own. Knowing this I ask: How can I
support my community members (e.g., students, staff, faculty) in their
navigation of such tricky waters? How can I become competent enough to
assist a student on a journey that no one other than the student can
truly understand?

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY: How to Fit In, Stand

Out, and Move Up at Your First Real Job.
Emily Bennington and Skip Lineberg. New York: Ten Speed Press, 2010. 210 pp.

Book Review By: Jenn Kosciw,
Loyola University Chicago
Do you remember beginning your first professional position? Are you on the
road to that experience? Or, do you supervise new professionals in university
housing and residence life? Whether you are trying to get ahead in the
job search process or preparing for a year of supervising new professionals,
Effective Immediately: How to Fit In, Stand Out, and Move Up at Your First
Real Job provides principles and tips dedicated to adjusting to a new work
environment, establishing your professional identity, and working intentionally
toward your next goal.
Written for the corporate context, Effective Immediately is a quick read, a collection of one-to-five
page principles of career guidance, ranging from conquering the first day on the job to using selfassessment to successfully transition onto your next big step. For seasoned housing professionals,
some of the tips may not seem profound, but they can serve as helpful reminders for topics to discuss
with or teach to supervisees and mentees. For new professionals or graduate students, suggestions
to capitalize on getting to know colleagues in and outside your department, or best practices
to incorporate when leading meetings may not be the first experiences you have in mind when
considering ways to move up, but Effective Immediately explains that these actions and many others
are important to success and promotion.
With that being said, Effective Immediately may be difficult to get through for some individuals
because it contains material that many of us may hope to prevent our students from carrying out into
their careers in other fields. Namely, the writing fails to acknowledge a variety of perspectives, and it
also plays into stereotypes of certain identities.
For example, if you were to conduct some quick research through your favorite Internet search
engine, you might come to discover that both authors and all seven individuals who provided the
raving reviews found in the first page of the book are all people who present as white; this leaves
one to question where the unique experiences of people who do not fit neatly into the prescribed,
hierarchical office culture or its dominant identities are represented. To illustrate, the beginning of
Part Three of the book tells us, “When a new hire or a promotion doesn’t work out, the chief culprit
is usually the failure to build strong relationships with coworkers.” One could question the level of
challenge to build relationships with coworkers that someone faces, based on certain aspects of
identity and how they match or clash with the rest of the department’s employees. This meritocratic
point of view and ignorance of certain privileges pervades much of the knowledge shared in the
book.
Something else that is difficult to reconcile with are the examples in which women are stereotyped
again and again. From having relationship problems to being overly emotional, women are
frequently used as the characters in examples of what not to do. A few examples include:
- “Lots of women, for example, have a tendency to do things out of nervousness--twirl their hair, laugh
excessively, touch their face or neck--that could be mistaken for flirting.” -- Principle 21, Flirting at
Work: Yes, No Maybe?, page 41
- “If you ask someone a question and by the time she’s finished answering you’ve completely
forgotten what you asked, you’ve got a circle talker in your midst...for example, no one wants to hear
about Nelson--the gray Yorkie with the red collar and the lazy eye that your no-good ex-boyfriend
Ron gave you...” -- Principle 25, Beware of Circle Talkers, page 51
Brought to you by the Communications & Marketing Committee
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- “Danielle’s colleague Andy missed a key deadline that caused her to look bad in front of the boss.
At first she felt shocked. Then her feelings turned to hurt. After about three hours of stewing, 		
though, Danielle got pissed. So, later that night, she fired up the laptop, sat down, and composed a
righteous and pointed message to Andy.” -- Principle 43, Never Send a Nastygram, page 84
-“And what if she needs to get approval on a project, so as to make a deadline? Does she
proactively seek out her supervisor, present her work for approval, and move the project ahead
toward completion? No: She sits on her slug tail...” -- Principle 49, Don’t Be the Slug, page 98
Once you catch one example, it becomes difficult to not see the pattern. Finally, there are other
examples, assumptions, and words that seem to be chosen or illustrated in poor taste as well, like
suggesting that college students list “hazing fraternity pledges” in their favorite activities on Facebook
(page 37), making light of murder (page 69), or describing enthusiasm as diving “faster than a
kamikaze pilot” (page 194).
If you are willing to separate from the critical, socially-just lens through which we often strive to do
our work, you may walk away from Effective Immediately with valuable tips and tricks to improve
your performance, standout among your peers at job interviews, or share with your supervisees. If
you keep that lens, however, you may have fewer takeaways but hopefully a deeper commitment
to making sure our students do not head out into “the real world” with some of the attitudes and
ignorance present in this book.

JENN’S TOP 5 TIDBITS:
#1 | REFLECT
Writing a self memo is a quick, structured way to reflect on what you
have done and where you want to go in your work. Bennington and
Lineberg suggest weekly recaps in which you record accomplishments,
what you have learned, and other topics. The benefit? Not only will
you see yourself improve over time, but if you stick with it, you will
have some great content for your self-evaluation. Read Principle 22
in Effective Immediately for more.
#2 | NEVER STOP LEARNING
Identify the skills or processes you need to learn to move up, and
commit to mastering them. Keep a “to learn” list, and make (not find)
time to read to stay up-to-date with research and best practices.
Read Principles 27 and 37 for more.
#3 | FACE YOUR FEARS
Stop missing or postponing deadlines because you procrastinate.
Tackle your feared tasks first by breaking them down into smaller goals
and starting with them early in the day. Read Principle 31 for more.
#4 | BE A COMMITTEE OR TASK FORCE ALL STAR
Create a work plan for your group to collectively stay organized and
on task, and establish (and stick to) a timeline for major projects, like a
hiring process or the implementation of a new departmental initiative.
Read Principles 64 and 65 for more.
#5 | COMMIT TO A POWER HOUR
No, not the kind that we have to break up and have meetings about.
Rather, the kind where you isolate yourself from the flurry of emails,
meetings, and phone calls about work and actually get down to
doing the work. Read Principle 74 for more.

Now What?: The
Young Person’s
Guide to Choosing
the Perfect Career
By Nicholas Lore
Beginning Your
Journey: A
Guide for New
Professionals in
Student Affairs
By Marilyn J. Amey
and Lori M. Reesor
Pushback: How
Smart Women
Ask--and Stand
Up--for What They
Want
By Selena Rezvani

Check out the GLACUHO Professional See and hear directly from the
Foundations Committee blog to read authors about their inspiration
Looking for a different perspective or
Shandee Ewert’s take on Effective
for the book.
wanting to learn more about the tips in
Immediately,
as
well
as
other
great
tips
Effective Immediately? Here are a few other
Like Emily
and ideas related to networking and
resources to help you find your answers.
Bennington
on
job searching.
Facebook.

RESOURCE ROUND UP
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By the #’s: GLACUHO LLCs
By Kelley McCarthy, St. Mary’s College and Molly Salisbury, Ball State University
Brought to you by the Student Learning Committee

Adelia Cheever Program from University of Michigan
This program began in 2003, has 32 students mostly
who are in their seconded year and is for women that
emphasizes cultural awareness and learning about
global awareness.
To find more information , and for who to contact
please visit there website: http://www.housing.umich.
edu/adelia-cheever-program

Quest from Southern Illinois Edwardsville
This program began in 2005, has 15 first year students
who are undecided or have undeclared academic
majors and interested in exploring different majors.
One of the ways the program helps the students figure
out which majors and careers best suites their goals
and aspirations is by taking self-assessments such as
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator and StrengthsQuest.

Illinois

Michigan

The Student Learning Committee took sometime this semester to dig into The Residential Learning
Communities International Clearinghouse (http://pcc.bgsu.edu/rlcch/ ) sponsored by Bowling Green State
University. This database has information about residential living learning communities throughout the United
States. The Student Learning Community looked at the different LLCs. The database revealed 93 reported LLCs
in the GLACUHO region. Of those:
•
Four LLCs are specifically geared for women interested in science, technology, engineering, and   
mathematics (STEM) fields
•
Seven LLCs are geared towards foreign language study
•
Eight LLCs are designed for leadership studies
•
Six LLCs have a community service component
•
Approximately 30% of GLACUHO LLCs have direct association with faculty
•
68% of GLACUHO LLCs are predominantly geared towards first year students
•
63% of GLACUHO LLCs have required course credit associated with them

Ohio

To find more information please contact Vicky Dean
Assistant Director of Residential Education at vdean@
MUNDO from Ohio State
MUNDO stands for Multicultural Understanding siue.edu or 618-650-5296 or visit their website: http://
through Non-Traditional Discovery Opportunities is a www.siue.edu/housing/fic/quest.shtml
special learning community designed to help students
learn how to truly make a difference in an increasingly Herron House from IUPUI
globalized world The program works with the College This program started in 2003, has 46 students of all
of Education to provide course credit for classes in populations and hosts students from their Herron
Leadership and Service-Learning. It also offers a wide School of Art and Design. The intent is to create a crossrange of educational "Road Trips" to cities like Chicago, class opportunity for interaction between first-year
New York, Toronto, Washington D.C. and others to and upper-class Herron students. The students work
learn how to combine cross-cultural understanding and together with their RA to create programming specific
to their interests in the art community and academics.
service.

Indiana

To find more information please contact Julius Mayo at To find more information please contact Emily Clossin
(614)-292-3930 or visit their website at: http://urds.osu. at eclossin@iupui.edu or (317) 278-9406, or visit their
website at: www.herron.iupui.edu.
edu/learningcommunities/mundo/
We encourage you to consider listing your own institution’s LLC information on this website if you have not
already done so. This information and more can be found at the following website: http://pcc.bgsu.edu/rlcch/
submissions/index.html The data used is based on the LLCs listed in the registry on or before May 25, 2013.
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Webinar Opportunity - Archived: www.glacuho.org
Join us in discussing "Effective Immediately: How to Fit In, Stand Out, and Move Up at Your First Real Job" by
Emily Bennington and Skip Lineberg. The book addresses the questions and challenges faced by those entering
their first professional position and is also a key conversation-starter for those who mentor new professionals.
During the webinar, we will discuss lessons learned in professionalism, how to transition effectively into new
positions to maximize your potential and earn the respect of colleagues, and the best ways to guide others through
this learning process. This time of year is ideal for reflecting on making great first impressions and setting yourself
and your supervisees up for success, so we hope you will join us!
This webinar is facilitated by Patty Griffin, Director of Residence Education at the University of Michigan. While
her immediate sphere of influence focuses on students and staff in the apartments and residence halls, she also
cares deeply about the experiences of staff across University Housing and about their career journeys. Throughout
her years in residence life, first as an RA and later as a live-in professional at two different institutions, she has been
involved in a variety of initiatives including health education, management of conference and apartment housing,
and social justice advocacy. Patty has also served in leadership roles within ACUHO-I. Passions that drive her daily
work are centered in social justice and creating feelings of safety, being valued, and embracing visible and invisible
identities. She has observed that developing as an adaptive leader will allow us to manage, learn, and guide our
environments to bring out the best in all. Over the years, she has learned invaluable lessons from mentors that
have enabled her to build a strong foundation for her work and has imparted this knowledge in inspiring ways
to countless other professionals. She looks forward to facilitating this discussion about how to become “Effective
Immediately” and help those around you to do the same!

Contemporary Issue Expert
By Jacob Knight, Franklin College

Brought to you by the Programming & Development Committee

Who will have the honor of being our first CIE?
Check out the next issue of TRENDS to find out!

This spring, the Programming and Development
committee proposed the renaming of the Consultant in
Residence (CIR) to the Contemporary Issue Expert (CIE)
and the GLACUHO Board approved this change. In past
years, CIRs served to educate the GLACUHO membership
about current issues in our field, yet the title of their role
was at times confusing and misunderstood. By renaming
the position to CIE, the committee hopes to provide a more
congruent title, which identifies our guest as an expert
and directly connects to the contemporary issue selected
for the annual conference. The CIE will have the same
responsibilities as a CIR: they will lead a General Session
at the annual conference, present a program in addition to
the general session, serve as a case study judge, and write a
post-conference TRENDS article.
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By Daniel A. Schraeder, Wright State University
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2013 Annual Conference Fast Facts:
Conference Dates:
November 17 - 19, 2013
Location:
Crowne Plaza at Historic Union Station
Downtown Indianapolis, IN
Hotel:
Crowne Plaza at Historic Union Station
Per night: $149 Double or King Room
Call 1-888-233-8527 for reservations
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Current Parking Rates:
$22/night for self park WITHOUT in/out privileges.
$30/night for valet park WITH in/out privileges.
We recommend that oversize vans use valet parking, as the garage cannot accommodate
oversize vehicles.
These parking rates were current as of July 2013, and may be subject to change.
Registration:
Regular Registration
Late Registration		
On-Site Registration

$209 Now through 11:59pm EDT on November 1, 2013.
$259 November 2 through 11:59pm EDT on November 11, 2013.
$309 Available on-site at the conference, November 16-19, 2013.

Register at www.glacuho.org/2013

